Subject: Review of Your Manuscript on China

Date: Fri. 02 Jun 2000 12:29:18 -0400

From: (b)(3):10 USC 424,(b)(6)

To: (b)(3):10 USC 424

Mr. Danny Stillman-

This is to follow up on a phone call I received from the other day regarding the status of the review of your manuscript, "Inside China's Nuclear Weapons Program." asked that I provide information regarding the "appeal process," as he indicated his feeling that the length of time it has taken to complete the review is essentially a denial of publication.

At this point, if you would like to inquire in writing about the status of the review of your manuscript, you may write to the Defense Intelligence Agency, Attn: Chief, Public Affairs Office (PO-PA), Washington, D.C. 20301.

I put into the mail today a letter to you explaining where things stand with the review. This may answer some of your questions.

Thank you.
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